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domesticity 
+ modernity

after studying the ‘smith house’ by architect richard meier, i drafted 
a series of  generation diagrams then  built  a 3d model to create 
a provocative, modern environment. the final model focused on 
blending together literal and phenomenal transparency ---as well 
as the public and private life of the client. 









osu + wiesbaden workshop 
seductive surfaces

by analyzing world renowned choreographer william forsythe’s 
dance ‘one flat thing reproduced,’  i constructed diagrams from 
image stills of the dance and focused on morphing curvilinear and 
rectilinear shapes seamlessly together. from doing this, i created 
one fluid surface suggestive of the movement in the dance itself. 
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while teaming up with students from wiesbaden, germany during 
an international workshop, my group and i created a graphic 
design firm lobby inspired from our previous studies (seductive 
surfaces) focusing on translucency, linear forms and morphing 
curvilinear + rectilinear shapes together. by combining all of these 
unique elements, we developed a conceptual and modern graphic 
design firm lobby.

osu + wiesbaden workshop 
design firm lobby









my group and i utilized the concepts of usable, sculptural elements 
and the infiltration of natural light to produce a lobby for the 
hessen house of representatives during the continuation of our 
workshop. by integrating functional, faceted planes from the 
design firm lobby project with elements of rhythm and light, the 
space combines functionality, sculpture and natural light while 
using the location of the site as a main inspiration to create the 
environment. 

osu + wiesbaden workshop 
house of representatives







steelyard heritage center
the inferno

after examining the story of the cleveland, ohio steel industry, i 
wanted visitors to the cleveland steelyard heritage center museum 
to engage in the legacy of the cleveland steel industry and the 
process it takes to create steel while experiencing first-hand the 
employee’s laborious work efforts. in order to achieve this intimate 
involvement in the space, i created an interactive ‘inferno’ below 
ground, so the user is immersed in the environment and feels that 
they are part of the steel making process themself. 
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